Abstract-The nodes of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have the dual function of gathering information and relaying it to a central collection point, the sink. For the latter function the key is connectivity involving paths over which data is passed from node to node to the sink. We derive connectivity, as expressed by the probability that a node lies on a path to the sink, as a function of the probability that adjacent cells in a grid are connected. This result is then applied to the typical scenario where nodes are randomly scattered throughout the area being monitored. Useful upper and lower bounds for the probability of adjacent cells being connected are derived as a function of the node density in a cell. For battery powered nodes, lifetime is an important factor. The effect of the demise of nodes on the nodal density and, in turn, on network connectivity is quantified.
INTRODUCTION
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a collection of nodes which have the ability to gather information about their surroundings and to pass this information on to a central collection point. In this paper we focus on an application for which battery-operated sensor nodes are scattered randomly over the monitored area. It is assumed that each node has the ability to communicate with any of its neighbors that are in range. Information is relayed in hops to a central collection point. Since, in many applications, the nodes are battery powered, operating in remote locations, network lifetime is an important issue.
In the sequel, we assume that a network is connected if every node has a path to a central collection point, the sink. For our applications, this is less stringent, but no less useful, than requiring that at least one path between any pair of active nodes exists [1] .
In applications where there is redundancy in the information gathered by individual nodes, a probability of connectivity above a specified threshold, rather than guaranteed network connectivity, may be more appropriate. This point-ofview is similar to that presented in [2] .
After initial deployment, nodes die as battery power is depleted; hence, the probability of connectivity decreases. The network lifetime is defined as the time elapsing from initial deployment to the instant of the probability of connectivity reaching the prescribed threshold.
In contrast to [1] , we assume a random rather than a deterministic deployment of nodes. Our work also relies on a grid construct, but, as in [3] , the sensor nodes are assumed to be deployed according to the Poisson process as they would be in many applications. Moreover, our criterion for connectivity implies a single path rather than k-fold paths considered in [4] . Reference [5] proves that a network with n sensor nodes randomly placed in the area is asymptotically disconnected with probability one as n increases if each node is connected to less than 0.074 ln(n) neighbors. On the other hand, the network is asymptotically connected with probability approaching one as n increases if each node is connected to more than 5.1774 ln(n) neighbors. These results give guidance for applications with a large number of nodes.
The previous work mentioned above studies the conditions for full connectivity of each pair of nodes in the network under different assumptions at a fixed point in time. The main contribution of this paper is to determine the degree of network connectivity to a sink as a function of the time. A novelty of our approach is that it expresses network connectivity in terms of sensor node's lifetime. The derived results determine the useful lifetime of a sensor network.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section II presents an analysis of node connectivity. The framework of the analysis is a grid of square cells, whose size is such that any two nodes in a cell are in range of one another. This purely mathematical constructs allows the problem of node connectivity to be reduced to one of cell connectivity. The result of the analysis is the probability of a node being on a path to a sink as a function of the probability that adjacent cells are connected. This probability of pairwise connectivity is analyzed in Section III for the case of node scattering modeled by the Poisson distribution. The results of the analysis are bounds that are applicable over the range of node density of interest. Section IV models a sensor node as an M/M/1 queue and derives its lifetime as a function of sensor node activity and battery lifetime. Section V determines the network lifetime with traffic load and node density as parameters. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section VI.
II. NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
In this section, the focus is on the upper Cartesian plane with the collection point or sink at the center of the bottom edge. This plane may be just a portion of the entire coverage, whose connectivity may be pieced together from the results on the upper plane. The sensor nodes will be assumed to be deployed to the entire plane according to a Poisson process with density σ sensor nodes per unit area. We define network connectivity probability as the ratio of number of sensor nodes
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that can communicate with the sink to total number of sensor nodes in the network.
A. Cell Structure of the Deployment Area
The deployment area is logically divided into mini squares to be referred to as cells whose sides are equal to a sensor node's transmission range. If any one sensor node in a cell has connectivity to the sink, then all the sensor nodes residing in that cell will have connectivity to the sink. Thus, the derivation of sensor connectivity probability can be reduced to the determination of the ratio of the number of cells that can communicate with the sink to the total number of cells in the network. Fig. 1 shows the layout of the cells together with the sink with cells identified by letters. The flow of data will be from top to bottom, from right to left, and from left to right. The data will not be allowed to flow away from the sink, from bottom towards top.
We note that, except for the cells in the first row, each cell will have four neighbors, above, below, right and left. It will be assumed that the connectivity of a cell to each of its neighbors will be independent of the other neighbors with probability p which will be determined in the next section.
B. Block Structure of the Cells
Next, we define a block as a group of consecutive cells in a row such that adjacent cells have connectivity with one another. In Fig. 2 , the boundary of adjacent cells is like a gate; if the two cells have connectivity then the gate is opened, otherwise it is closed. All the gates in a block are open which allow the flow of traffic to the left or right. On the other hand, the closed gates form the borders between the blocks in a row. In Fig. 1 , the adjacent cells containing the same letter are members of a block.
The probability that a block contains k cells is given by the geometric distribution:
The blocks, in any row, that may be connected with the sink will be called tagged blocks and the corresponding cells of that block tagged cells. If at least one cell of a block is a neighbor to a tagged cell in the row immediately below, then that block becomes a tagged block and all its cells tagged cells. The shaded blocks in Fig. 1 illustrate the tagged blocks. Row one always has a single tagged block since the cell at the origin is considered to be the sink. All the tagged cells in a row will be referred to as a segment identified by its row number. Clearly, only tagged cells may be connected to the sink. Hence, the following analysis excludes the non-tagged cells since they can not be connected to the sink. In Fig. 1 , the shaded cells in each The number of cells in segment n is given by
Since we are assuming infinite number of cells in each row, then, the random variables 1 − n k , n and n r are independent random variables and n and n r have distributions,
Taking the expectations of both sides of (2),
Simulation results in [6] show that the tagged block in row one will be "special" and it will have length bias since longer blocks are more likely to include the sink [7, page.232] . The average length of the first segment is given by,
From (4) and (5), ] [ n k E may be calculated recursively.
Next let us consider the cells in segment n directly interfacing the cells in segment n-1. The number of these cells will be given by 1 − n k , clearly, the number of blocks in segment n will be determined only by these 1 Taking the expectation of both sides of the above gives us, This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE "GLOBECOM" 2008 proceedings. 
Simulation shows that the lengths of non-border blocks of a segment have geometric distribution in number of cells and border blocks will have the length bias. [6] .
C. Derivation of the Average Number of Primary Fragments in a Row
A tagged block is a primary block, if and only if, it has connectivity to one or more primary blocks in the row below itself; the remainder are secondary blocks. The primary blocks are the tagged blocks having connectivity to the sink. The single block in row one will always be a primary block. No primary blocks in a row means no primary blocks in higher rows. The cells of primary (secondary) blocks are called primary (secondary) cells. Consecutive primary cells form paths that allow the flow of traffic towards the sink, as shown in Fig. 3 . Let n x denote number of primary blocks in segment n. We now derive an equation that will enable recursive calculation of the average number of primary blocks in a row.
We define a primary (secondary) fragment as a number of primary (secondary) blocks which are contiguous. The primary and secondary fragments will alternate with one another. Next, we will determine average number of primary fragments in segment n which will be used in determining the average number of primary blocks in row n+1. Assume a constant number of primary and secondary blocks in segment n and then determine the number of ways that these primary and secondary blocks may be partitioned. Let 
Let us define, ) (m ϕ = number of ways that α primary blocks may be partitioned into m fragments given β secondary blocks. φ = total number of ways that α primary and β secondary blocks may be partitioned to. Then,
From (9) and (10) it can be shown that Next, assume that all the partitions are equally likely to occur which will be justified later on by simulation results.
Define R m as the probability that α primary blocks may be partitioned into m fragments given β secondary blocks, then,
Finally, the average number of primary fragments is given by
Next, assume that the above result also holds when the numbers of primary and secondary blocks in a segment are not constant but chosen to be equal to the average number of primary and secondary blocks in segment n, 
D. Derivation of the Average Number of Primary Blocks in a Row
Each primary fragment will interface a number of blocks in the higher row which will be called a frame. Only the blocks in a frame will have the potential of becoming a primary block. Let us define, n g = mean number of blocks in primary fragment in segment n, n h = average number of blocks in a frame in row n.
We would expect that the following relation holds,
The average number of blocks in primary fragments and frames in consecutive rows will have the same relationship as the segments in consecutive rows. However, simulation results have shown that on average only a single border block of a primary fragment will have a special length; consequently, (8) is modified as follows, We note that the left side of the above equation corresponds to the average number of the primary blocks in segment n+1,
Since we are not concerned with the extension length of the border blocks, the average length of the blocks we are dealing with are all geometrically distributed with mean 1/ (1-p) . The probability that a tagged block is a primary block is then 
E. Derivation of the Network Connectivity Probability
The connectivity probability of a cell to the sink in the first r rows is defined as, where n x and n i are given in equations (20) and (8) respectively. Since the nodes are uniformly distributed in deployment area, r P gives the fraction of the nodes that have connectivity to the sink. Fig. 4 illustrates the numerical and simulation results of the network connectivity probability ( r P ) as a function of the adjacent cell connectivity probability, p, for a network that contains n=100 rows. We note from (8) that the average number of cells in a n row network is proportional to n(n-1)p/(1-p). As may be seen, the network connectivity probability is very low for p<0.5, it increases linearly in the range 0.5<p<0.8 reaching to the value of r P = 0.9. The agreement between numerical and simulation results validates the approximations made in the analysis.
III. PAIRWISE CONNECTIVITY
We now have the probability of network connectivity as a function of the probability of two adjacent cells being connected. This result holds irrespective of how the nodes are deployed as long as the event of connection between adjacent cells is independent and has the same probability for all cells.
It is a property of the Poisson process that, given k sensor nodes in an area, the nodes will be independently, uniformly distributed throughout the area. It can be shown that the probability of two nodes, each randomly placed in adjacent dsided cells, being within d of one another is 1 p =5/12.
If the node density is σ, then the probability of k nodes within a d-sided cell is then ,...
with probability generating function given by
Now, consider the connectivity between a node in a cell with all of the nodes scattered in an adjacent cell to its right. Let k denote the number of nodes in the right-hand cell and let r n denote the number of these to which a randomly chosen sensor node connects. Defining i u to be a Bernoulli variable which is one if there is a connection to the i th sensor node to the right and zero otherwise. r n is given by
Since the positions of nodes within cells affect connectivity, the i u are not independent random variables; however, for mathematical tractability, we assume they are. For a random sum of independent random variables, the probability generating function can be shown to be
is probability generating function of the random variable i u given by
gives the probability that none of the sensor nodes in the right cell have connectivity with the single node in the left-hand cell. Hence, at least one of the nodes is connected with probability Now consider two adjacent cells with k and j sensor nodes lying in each cell, respectively. We would like to determine an upper bound for p. If the distance of at least one pair of sensor nodes in different cells is less than the transmission range, then, the neighboring cells will be connected. Let n denote the number of sensor nodes among j sensor nodes in the left-hand cell that have connectivity with at least one of the sensor nodes in the right cell. Defining i v to be a Bernoulli variable which is equal to one if a node in the left cell has connectivity with at least one node in the right cell and is zero otherwise. Then, n is given by
We note that the random variables i v will not be independent of one another. The line of reasoning is the same as that for the Bernoulli variables i u above; the positions of nodes within cells affect connectivity. Again, for mathematical tractability, we assume that these random variables are independent of each other; therefore, the probability generating function can be shown to be
, where
is probability generating function of the random variable i v given by
. We note that ) 0 ( N gives the probability that none of the sensor nodes in the left cell have connectivity with any of the sensor nodes in the right cell. Hence, the upper bound of p becomes,
In (23), 2 p assumes that there is always a sensor node in the left-hand cell. In order to determine the lower bound of p, we must take into consideration that the left cell might contain zero sensor nodes. Hence, the lower bound of p becomes,
The independence assumptions which were used to obtain expressions for u p and p in equations (24) and (25), respectively, were evaluated by means of Monte Carlo simulation. The results are shown in Fig. 5 , where both u p and p are plotted as a function of the average number of nodes randomly scattered in a cell. The probability of adjacent cell connection obtained by simulation is also shown. As we can see, u p and p form useful upper and lower bounds, respectively.
IV. SENSOR NODE LIFETIME
In this section, we derive the lifetime distribution of a sensor node which will be used to determine node density in a cell as a function of time. We assume the sensor nodes have two modes of operation, active and sleep modes. The sensor nodes are turned off when they have nothing to do and are reawakened when they are needed for communication. We model a sensor node as an M/M/1 queue with message arrival and service rates of λ and μ respectively. Then, the active and sleep period of a sensor node correspond to alternating busy and idle periods in the queue. We assume that a node dies at the end of a busy period. Let us define, 
We assume that no energy is being consumed during the idle periods. Clearly, if , n N = then, n BT BL = and therefore
The number of completed busy periods is given by,
In an M/M/1 queue, idle periods have exponential distribution and the distribution of a busy period is given in [7] . Following the determination of ) (t F n BT , ) (t F n IT and substitution of (27), (28) in (26) we have, the CDF of the lifetime of a sensor node, randomly and independently, the population size of the live sensor nodes continues to follow a Poisson distribution. Hence, the mean cell density over time can be determined as,
where ) (t F NL is given by (29). messages/hour. We also assumed that the message service rate of a node is μ =150 messages/hour. From Fig. 6 , the cell density remains constant and then sharply drops down at each density level. As may be seen, sensor node lifetime increases with the node density since the traffic load of a cell is shared by more nodes. Fig. 7 presents the lower bound of the network lifetime as a function of time using the lower bound for adjacent cell connectivity probability, p , again with the initial node density as a parameter for a sensor network with 100 rows. The cell connectivity probability depends on cell density and p has been determined from (25) by setting ) ( Then, we have set p p = in (21) to determine the network connectivity probability. As in the previous figure, the network connectivity probability remains constant at different levels for different initial node densities followed by a sharp decline.
VI. CONCLUSION
The analysis presented in this paper yields results for node connectivity that are useful in the design of WSN. The previous work on the connectivity of WSNs has almost always been limited to the derivation of the asymptotic results as the number of nodes approaches to infinity. Further, connectivity of the network meant that every node is connected to every other node in the network. We present an analysis that is applicable to networks with finite number of nodes. The computational complexity of the results is not high, so they are easily applicable to large networks. The presented results deal with the partial connectivity of the network, in that we determine the fraction of the nodes that will have connectivity to the sink as a function of the time.
Results were obtained in stages of increasing specificity. We began with a certain cell construct, which allow node-tonode connectivity to be replaced by cell-to-cell connectivity. The results, which were supported by simulation, applied to any node deployment as long as the probability of cell-to-cell connectivity was uniform and independent over the coverage area. These results were applied to Poisson scattering of nodes. The probability of cell-to-cell connectivity was derived under an independence assumption, which was verified by simulation. Finally, each node was modeled as an M/M/1 queue with battery depletion occurring during busy periods. The lifetime of a node was expressed in terms of battery life and traffic load. Using the previous results, network connectivity was derived as a function of time.
